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Christmas 2021
Discount Newsletter

It's Christmas!
We all hope you have a happy & healthy New Year!
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Your Exclusive 10% Discounts
The buttons below INCLUDE this coupon & will deduct 10% off the selected
products automatically. You can still use the coupon manually using the code
below:-

XM215FFT
Expires 31/01/2022
Anything in our Shop that's not "on offer" can be used with this discount coupon.
Ring us on 01460 281098 if you have any problems!

Advanced Glass Starter Kit Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l

Advanced Starter Kit

£39.95
10% off £35.96
Buy with 10% Off

500ml Amber PLASTIC Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l
ONE 500ml bottle

10% off £17.06
Buy with 10% Off

TWO 500ml bottles

10% off £34.12
Buy with 10% Off

500ml Amber GLASS Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l
ONE 500ml bottle

10% off £20.66
Buy with 10% Off

TWO 500ml bottles

10% off £41.32
Buy with 10% Off

1000ml Amber Plastic Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l
ONE 1000ml bottle

10% off £29.66
Buy with 10% Off

TWO 1000ml bottles

10% off £59.32
Buy with 10% Off

12 x 500ml Amber Plastic Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l
10% off Twelve bottles

Save £14.99
Now £134.96
Buy with 10% Off

The 10% discount code applies to full priced items. Items that
are "On Offer" are discounted by more than 10% & the discount
wont work.

All year Offers!
4-Pack Specials with 25% discount

Our popular 4 for 3 bottle
packs are always available
on our website!
Buy now

NEW 5L Jerrycan for Veterinary use
5 litres of 14,000 ug/l Multi-purpose Amber Colloidal Silver supplied in HDPE
jerrycan. Ideal for use around Kennels, Catteries, Stables etc.
FREE pump dispenser with coupon code FREEPUMP at the checkout.

RRP£119.95

Save £20
Now £99.95
Buy Now

The Woodland Trust - Natural Carbon Capture

I keep mentioning this but trees are the lungs of the planet
and we need more...as a company we now have a lifetime
membership with the Woodland Trust.
Please support them

Silver in the News

Potent antiviral effect of silver nanoparticles on SARS-CoV2
The pandemic of COVID-19 is spreading unchecked due to the lack of effective
antiviral measures. Silver nanoparticles (AgNP) have been studied to possess
antiviral properties and are presumed to inhibit SARS-CoV-2. READ MORE

The silver lining: towards the responsible and limited
usage of silver
Silver has attracted a lot of attention as a powerful, broad spectrum and natural
antimicrobial agent since the ancient times because of its nontoxic nature to the
human body at low concentrations. It has been used in treatment of various

infections and ulcers, storage of water and prevention of bacterial growth on the
surfaces and within materials. READ MORE

Toilet on International Space Station gets a bacteria-killing
upgrade
Killing bacteria in space is surprisingly hard. Space missions have been plagued by
bacterial biofilms that have coated surfaces and corroded equipment.
Now, an antimicrobial metal surface that explodes bacteria on contact has been
tested on the International Space Station (ISS), and it may be used in future missions
to keep astronauts healthy. READ MORE

Archive of previous articles.
New Finding: Silver Changes Shape and is Consumed When
it Attacks Bacteria See Paper
Silver Nanoclusters May Hold Special Power to Stop Cancer
Cells from Reproducing See more
Silver Nanoparticles Strengthen Plants and Crops See Video
Silver Aids Faster and More Accurate Diagnosis of Tumours

and Other Growths - See Study
Micromotors and Silver Join to Kill Bacteria See study
Silver Helps Victims of ‘Brain-Eating’ Amoeba Read More
Silver-Based Antibacterial, Antiviral Flight Crew Uniforms
Introduced More here
Silver Nanoparticles from Shrub Help Produce Eco-Friendly
Pesticide More here
Silver uses a surprising trick to stop the spread of bacteria
Read more at New Scientist
Swansea University uses Silver cluster technology to remove
toxic chemicals from water Read more
Powerful colloidal silver nanoparticles for the prevention of
gastrointestinal bacterial infections. Read more
The bactericidal effect of silver nanoparticles. Read more
Silver in medicine – past, present and future Read more

Coming Soon - The Directory!
We will be listing all retailers, practitioners and commercial clients that can offer you
help & advice for all aspects of the use of our products. If you would like to be
included in our directory, use the contact page button & we'll make arrangements
to have your free listing added.
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